SCHEDULE OF WORK
Traditional Tale KS2 (Domingos Cat Example)
Session 1
1
Introduction
(English
Lesson)

Planned Learning
Teacher and learner activities
Outcomes
Analyse a Traditional Tale: Teacher Lead a discussion on what is a
traditional tale?
How are these different from other stories?
(Oral story telling)
Give Students a Tale to read.
Are there similar traditional tales told from
different points of view? (Domingoes cat &
Puss in boots)
Students- Answer and ask questions
about tales they know of or can retell.
Read a selection of Tales.
Choose a tale that they can relate to, and
in groups re tell the story in the own words,
view.
Create a Storyboard:

Teacher: Lead a discussion on story
structures.
Ask the class to explain what a story board
is?
What are the Key components in a
storyboard?
Students: Identify the key components in
the traditional tale
Draw the key scenes, and adapt them to
suit their own narratives.
Write dialogue/Narrative for each scene.

Resources
Traditional
tales Selection
Storyboard
Template (For
interactive
white board)

Differentiation/Equality
Diversity and Inclusion
Read and Comprehend
a traditional tale.
With another child, ask
and answer a question
about a character.

Colouring
Pens
Example
Storyboards

Identify the key events
and sequence.
Draw pictures of their
favourite Characters.
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2
Research
Creating
Backgrounds
(ICT / Art

Design

Teacher: Discuss the imagery location and
buildings in the setting of the story.
Students to search the internet for images
that could be used in the background of
their animations.
Print a selection of images to use as
inspiration or collage material.
Teacher: Look at the images that have
been printed.
Talk about what makes up the
backgrounds.
Are there any design themes throughout?
Period? Cultural? Aesthetic?
Offer up a medium that the students could
use to create there backgrounds from.
Drawing, Collage, Printing etc.
Students: Using the suggested medium
create a background for each of the
different locations in the story board.

Computer
access

Find pictures on the
internet.

Printer

Print pictures

Paper/Card

Copy a picture (draw,
paint etc) from one of the
images.

Arts resources
for the chosen
medium.
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3
The Set and
Props
(Maths / DT)

To differentiate between set
items and props

Teacher: Discuss the difference between
the set and props.
Ask the class to identify key set pieces and
key props.
Students: To decide on key set pieces
and key props.

Theatre set &
Props
reference
books

To identify different
pieces of the set.

To build simple set and
props with an understanding
of scale.

Teacher: Discuss scale. How do we make
the set and props small enough to fit into
box, but keeping all of the proportions
correct.
Ask for examples of scale. 1:100 1:50 1:25
Get the students to experiment with
furniture in the classroom. What scale
could they use to build it into the set?
Students: Measure desk and chairs. Make
a model version of one of these. Compare
the sizes. What’s your scale?

Tape
Meassures

To work with other
children to measure
tables and chairs

Start building the key pieces of set and
props based on this scale.

Tape, Glues,
Pens etc

Scale rulers
Scrap
materials
(Card, paper,
tubes, pipe
cleaners.etc)
To make a piece of the
set from scrap material
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Session 4
(Art /DT)

Session
5&6
(ICT)

To build simple plasticine
characters.

To Learn how to use the
animation app

To create an animation
using Ipads.

Teacher: Ask questions about the main
characters in the Students version of the
tales.
Talk about character traits – Size, Shape,
Style.
Discuss characters movement. Are they
fast slow, old young, Lethargic, energetic?
Students: Create plasticine models of the
characters needed for each of the scenes.
Teacher: Talk about animated films, ask
the children how they think it is done?
Talk about still images and how animation
is a series of these one after the other.
What other things do they think can be
animated?
Introduce the Ipads and the animation app.
Give the Students a simple example to
animate. (Lego?)
Students: Answer questions about
animation techniques
Spend time using the Ipads and practicing
capturing frames and creating an animated
scene.

Worksheet

Teacher: Recap on story boards, what are
the scenes they need to set up?
Explain how to create a workstation
Students:
Set up the 1st scene as described by the
teacher.
Work through animating the tale.

Create a
workstation

http://groundswellarts.co
m/wordpress/wpcontent/uploads/2019/09/
Simple-PlasticinePeople.pdf

Plasticine
Armitage wire
App instructions
http://groundswellarts.co
m/wordpress/wpcontent/uploads/2019/10/
Stop-Motion-AnimationTraining.pdf

To make a model of their
favourite character.
To answer a question
about one of their
character traits.

To take pictures and
move objects.
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Session 7
(English/
Music)

To record dialogue and
sounds

Teacher: Talk about the dialogue and
scripts.
Refer to the story boards and the narrative
they’ve written.
Demonstrate how to use Ipads to record
dialogue and sound onto the animations
Students: Record sound and dialogue
onto the films.

http://groundswellarts.co
m/wordpress/wpcontent/uploads/2019/10/
Stop-Motion-AnimationTraining.pdf

Musical
instruments for
sound making.

To record some sounds

